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side or the other. In 1459 it came into the hands of Arakan,
which held it until it was finally annexed to the Mughal
Empire in 1666. Mohammedanism spread to Arakan, but failed
to make much impression upon its Buddhism. Mrohaung had
its Sandihkan Mosque and its kings assumed Mohammedan
titles, but the predominance of Buddhism was never shaken.
In the sixteenth century Arakan was a sea power of some
importance; it built hundreds of galiots and developed great
skill in both sea and riverine warfare. Its Chittagonian sailors
lived by raiding the Ganges delta and the creeks leading up to
Dacca and other towns of eastern Bengal. From about 1550
they united with the Portuguese freebooters, who settled at
Dianga, the port just opposite Chittagong, and for over a
century made it one of the most feared centres of piracy in the
Indian seas.
The city of Mrohaung, in the Akyab district, was an
eastern Venice, like modern Bangkok, a city of lagoons and
canals, connected with the sea by tidal rivers. Its outer walls
had a circumference of about twelve miles. Within was the
palace-city, built to the same traditional pattern as Pagan and
Ava and many other old capitals in Asia. The walls may still be
traced today, but the palace buildings, built of teak, have long
disappeared. The massive stone walls and fortifications were
erected by King Minbin (i 531-53) against the threat of Burmese
conquest in the days of Tabinshwehti.
At the end of the century in the reign of Minyazagyi (1593-
1612) the city received the vast loot brought back by its raiders
from Pegu together with Nandabayin's daughter and white
elephant. Pieter Willemsz van Elbing, better known in England
as 'Peter Floris', was sent to Arakan in 1608 to examine the pros-
pects of trade for the Dutch East India Company, and saw
"certain portions of the treasure of Pegu, the white elephant and
the king's daughter of Pegu". Apparently he advised against
opening a factory at Mrohaung, because he discovered that the
king really wanted naval and military assistance rather than
trade.
The assistance was required against thtferinghi of Dianga:
they had become more of a liability than an asset. De Brito,
who was playing his own game at Syriam, though nominally in

